Case Study: Going global with Ada
Empowering an emerging global business  
to scale international support with Ada
“No matter where in the world our clients are, Ada allows us to provide them with
high-quality instant support that still reflects the caring nature of our brand. It  
has become a trusted extension of our team.”
Director of Customer Experience,
Industry Leading Educaitonal App

Challenge

Solution

As one of the world’s fastest growing educational
apps, Ada’s client is improving how parents and
teachers around the globe keep track of students’
success. Now used by more than half of the
schools in the United States and in over 150 other
countries, the app provides a mobile, user-friendly
way to capture and share students’ projects and
progress in real time.



As a business dedicated to nurturing students’
success, the app wanted to reflect the same level
of care in the customer support experience. With
goals to scale support that reduced email tickets
and wait times, while still maintaining high CSAT,
the brand turned to Ada, the market leader in
automated customer experience (ACX).   

But growth made for a new challenge: the app’s
small customer support team was struggling to
keep up with a number of monthly email tickets,
especially due to dramatic escalation during peak
back-to-school seasons. With several thousands
of monthly tickets coming directly from the
company’s support page, the business’ reliance on
agents’ manual response was negatively
influencing the user experience, with customers
waiting up to 28 hours before their first contact. In
addition, by relying on a U.S.-based customer
service team working North American hours, app
was missing out on opportunities to support their
burgeoning international client base, limiting the
potential for brand building and sales-driving
conversations.


In less than 60 days, members of the client’s
existing support team used the Ada platform to
launch a 24/7 chatbot across both website and
app, providing their customers with new channels
to access instant assistance.
Before Ada
- Single email channel available for customer   
support

- Monthly email tickets overwhelming agents

- Inability to accommodate surge of seasonal  
inquiries 

- Support hours limited to 9 a.m. to 6 p.m. EST

After Ada
-

Multi-channel customer support

20% reduction in email tickets 

Unlimited inquiries solved instantly

24/7 instant assistance to global customers

ada.support

The Ada Difference
Empowering a non-technical team: 

Guided by Ada’s ACX Consultants, members of the client’s support team were provided with
hands-on training focused on how to build their chatbot and maximize its performance. In less
than two months together, the teams built the chatbot and automated 65% of their existing
support articles that were driving the highest volume of customer inquiries. 


Unlocking new channels for engagement: 

Over and above the email form available on the app’s support page, Ada allowed the company to
expand its support to instant chat on its website, and for the first time provide in-app assistance to
its active base of teachers and parents. That was a support channel the business previously didn’t
have the capabilities to activate. 


Supporting a surge of seasonal inquiries:

With the potential for unlimited conversations, Ada has freed the business from having to navigate
a dramatic surge of customer questions and concerns in response to the back-to-school rush,
regardless of how those demands change in countries around the world. 


Giving agents back their time and liberating their effort:

By providing customers with instant support across two new channels, Ada has allowed the client
to deflect less complicated customer inquiries from even entering agents’ inboxes. When a
customer does require assistance, an email ticket is instantly created and sent to the agent,
reducing tedious steps and time for both parties. With fewer tickets, agents can devote more time
to solving complex inquiries and driving new sales.


Elevating the customer experience:

Now with the ability to access 24/7 support across the channel of their choice, customers have
actually become more active, resulting in more engagement with support that ever before. With
new questions everyday, the business is leveraging each conversation as an opportunity to improve
the quality and clarity of their customer-facing materials and programs.

“We’re not an IT team,” explains Director of Customer Experience, “and yet with Ada,
we’ve become experts in building automated, support that is being actively used across
our international customer base.”

As the market leader in Automated Customer Experience (ACX), Ada personalizes engagement across the
customer journey by putting the power of AI in the hands of the people who know your business best. Ada
makes it simple for non-technical teams to build an automated, enterprise-class chatbot platform that saves
time, reduces costs, and improves engagement.


Ada does much more than respond to frequently asked questions – it encourages users to take action in a
meaningful way, thereby solving more than 70% of customer inquiries and freeing live agents to respond to
only the most mission critical interactions.


Headquartered in Toronto, Ada enables clients around the world, like TELUS, Square, and Air Asia, to provide
their customers with 24/7 personalized support in more than 100 languages.
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